
We try not to limit ourselves to using particular technologies - we believe our skills and experience are
applicable no matter what programming language or framework you are using. For us, it’s about using the
right tools for the job. That said, we do specialize in:

T E C H N O L O G I E S

Technical Co-Founder /
CTO As a Service
Technical Team Oversight
Dev Team Enhancement

O(1) was created after countless cases of seeing
people with great ideas fail to execute on them.
Whether due to reliance on unproven dev shops or
due to a lack of experience in startups and building
products there are countless reasons projects fail. We
bring our experience and expertise to the table to put
reliable processes in place to maximize our chances
of success. And we love doing it. We have an
enthusiasm for new projects that makes it hard for us
to say “no” to anything.

S E R V I C E S

A B O U T  U S

0 to 1 Product Builds
Product & Design Sprints
Project Resurrection
DevOps and Infrastructure
Advice / Implementation

Python
Django
Flask

Amazon Web Services
Google Cloud Platform
And more!

Node
Javascript/Typescript
React

MVPs
Prototypes
Greenfield Projects
Project Resurrection

After graduating from UC Berkeley, Damian
started out building data collection and analysis
tools at Sprint's research lab before honing his
skills as a software engineer doing embedded C
programming. From there he joined his first
startup doing backend web programming in
Python. Damian found his passion in startups
spending over 10 years working with various
startups at different stages. He has had the good
fortune of working in many industries including
music, healthcare, logistics, finance, analytics and
fitness. His experience provides unique insights
into building products, technology solutions and
generally how to give startups the best chance of
success.

Damian (Dom) Hites
https://www.linkedin.com/in/damianhites/

F O U N D I N G  T E A M

Chris began his career working in two seemingly
disparate areas: In academia at the Australian
National University, as a full-stack software
developer, focusing on photovoltaics and
renewables, and in private enterprise, as an
electronics engineer, focusing on building
complex systems. Developing a particular love for
the former - both the software and environmental
sides - Chris then moved to Vienna, Austria, to
work for a prestigious environmental start-up. This
then led to jobs working with passionate teams all
over the world in music, healthcare, energy, and
fitness start-ups. He has a particular love for
Python, back-end development, and helping start-
ups to scale-up, maximize efficiency, and
maximize their likelihood of success.

Chris Tapper
https://www.linkedin.com/in/cjtapper/


